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About This Content

Get this early unlock of SSGSS Goku and SSGSS Vegeta to play with these 2 powerful characters right away.

Featuring devastating attacks and flashy techniques, these 2 fighters from the new anime DRAGON BALL SUPER will surely
find a spot on your dream team!
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Arc System Works
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Franchise:
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Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64-bit OS required)

Processor: AMD FX-4350, 4.2 GHz / Intel Core i5-3470, 3.20 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon HD 6870, 1 GB / GeForce GTX 650 Ti, 1 GB

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Sound Card: DirectX compatible soundcard or onboard chipset

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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dragon ball fighterz - ssgss goku and ssgss vegeta unlock

three dollars to unlock characters you can get for free. dont buy.. This is perfect for us who don't have time to master the game
for the hard mode unlocks. Bought it purely for multiplayer so need the characters.. If you're feeling lazy or want to avoid the
story mode (a bit grindy) then you can get this. It's not really required, it's just a fast unlock for something you can unlock for
free. Got it as a pre order, if not I wouldn't have bothered to buy it.. They should've of given android 21 on this package...
history mode was more of a chore then arcade mode.. Got it with the pre-order, but.. I was surprised that people can unblock
them with a DLC !?

Anyway, it's 500k zeni for goku, and 300k for vegeta.. enjoy the bash !. Ok so I don't think this is worth Buying if you have a
lot of skill for these games and this is pretty much a pre order Bonus. But for people dats new to This kind of Game I
recommend you buy it. its 3 dollars broke boys.... These two are a lot of fun to play as, but you can unlock them by just playing
the game long enough. Save your money.. just unlock then ingame. Good characters, just don't buy this. It's really only there for
people who didn't pre order the game. You can get these characters for free by playing specific arcade game modes.
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VERY SCUMMY OF BANDAI TO SELL THESE...VERY DISSAPOINTED INDEED.. You'll unlock Blue Vegeta by the
time you've done all the trials and the first two story arcs so i wouldn't bother unless to play them is the soul reason you bought
this game.. Cool preorder bonus but you can unlock this in game. Just a note that this DLC is a skip to unlock the characters
early, you can actually unlock both SSGSS Goku and Vegeta in-game. It's a little grindy, but you can do this by;

Earning a total of 500,000 Zeni (you can still spend your Zeni, the game keeps track of your lifetime total), once you hit
300k you unlock Vegeta, and then Goku at 500kOR

Complete the Hyperbolic Time Chamber Course (Hard) with an A Rank to unlock Goku

Complete the Extreme Gravity Spaceship Course (Hard) with an A Rank to unlock Vegeta
or if you can't be bothered, you can buy this DLC.. You can get them for free in the game. Don't buy this trash..
Not worth the money to pay for something you'll unlock gradually when playing. Yet another greedy business
measure by Bamco.. Well, you obviously didn't preorder, looking at this.

Don't buy unless you're a lazy \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 that's got 3 dollars to spare, or you're new to the game
and want to use these characters as your starters, and have 3 dollars to spare. Even then, just unlock them.

Trust me, the grind for them will make you much better at the game than buying them.. THEY ARE SO GOOD.
Waste of money, you can them unlock them in Arcade mode.
I didnt know this until it was too late.
It may be difficult fight to get them but no use in wasting 4 bucks.. All this does is unlock them instantly, you can
unlock them regularly in the game by completing a certain part of arcade mode, so there is 0 reason to buy this.
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